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Road to Optimizing SiD’s
Global ParametersGlobal Parameters

• We’ve been at this in earnest since the SiD Workshop at SLAC p
in February

• The approach has been to use Mark Thomson’s Pandora PFA 
to explore PFA performance as a function of R Z B λto explore PFA performance as a function of R, Z, B, λ,

first, simply using Mark’s parameterizations

then, to study a SiD look-alike in the LDC framework called 
SiDish.  Marcel Stanitzki has done this work.

• All the ingredients were put together in Marty’s RAL talk, and 
have been updated in Marty’s Warsaw talk.p y

• Since Warsaw, Marcel has explored Z dependence and the 
tradeoff of λ and nlayers in the hcaltradeoff of λ and nlayers in the hcal



The AnswerThe Answer
• The new baseline is very similar to the original SiD. It is slightly 

longer,a somewhat deeper HCAL with a few more layersg , p y

SiD SiD’
R 1 25m 1 25mR               1.25m                                  1.25m
Z               1.70m                                  2.10m
B                    5T                                        5T
λ 4.0                                       4.5

#layers            34                                        40
Cost* 620M$ 670M$Cost         620M$                                  670M$ 

The cost numbers are US style, with labor, contingency, 
indirects and escalation. Inflation rate is 3.5% and construction 
start is 2012.  These numbers are optimistic







SiDish confirms Mark’s Parameterization























New since Warsaw
• Marty’s Warsaw talk summarized status mid June.
• Marcel has studied z dependence at 91, 200, 500 GeV.

Eff t t 200 l t th i dEffects seen at 200 are also seen at other energies, and are
expected naively. 
They indicate SiD should be longer than nominal 1.7 m
(to endcap ECAL front face)(to endcap ECAL front face).

• Marcel has studied N and lambda dependence around the SiD 
i l l b l (5T 1 25 ) t 100 G V j tnominal global params (5T, 1.25m) at 100 GeV jet energy.

Very little improvement beyond 4-4.5 lambda

Increasing N compensates for decreasing lambda. It turns out
that these changes are roughly flat in cost, and the total 
thickness of the HCAL is about 1 2m for various combinationsthickness of the HCAL is about 1.2m for various combinations.

Conclude that 4.5 lambda and 40 layers is reasonable.









Rationale for SiD’ from Martyy

An attempt has been made to provide an intellectually sound 
basis for SiD’s parameter choices based on showing that the 
detector performance defined as the errors in a significant set ofdetector performance, defined as the errors in a significant set of 
physics measurements (for fixed luminosity), is below an 
inflection point in a plot of detector cost versus performance.

The most charitable evaluation of this effort that can be made is 
that it has started; and indications are that the baseline SiD is 
already on the wrong the side of the knee, but that its 
performance is more than adequate for the physics Thereperformance is more than adequate for the physics . There 
remain many caveats that have been discussed regarding both 
cost estimation, the maturity of the PFA, and the applicability of 
Pandora to the SiD design. Decisions are needed now to g
proceed with the LOI. 



Radius

• Set Rtrkr = 1.25 m. 
There is no momentum measurement argument for 
larger, and the PFA indicates performance beyond  
cost optimal for the physics The tracker group willcost optimal for the physics. The tracker group will 
resist going smaller, but this is what is likely to 
happen if we are forced to lower the detector cost.pp



B Field
S t B 5 T• Set B = 5 T.
This provides superb momentum resolution and 
background control for the VXD More subtly thebackground control for the VXD. More subtly, the 
PFA parameterization of Mark Thompson, which 
approximately saturates performance at 4.5 λ HCal, 
indicates cost optimal performance at 5 T Theindicates cost optimal  performance at 5 T. The 
recent results from M. Stanitzki, which vary lambda 
and  number of layers around the SiD nominal global 
parameters may indicate lower B could be optimalparameters, may indicate lower B could be optimal. 
But these results haven’t explicitly included the 
effects of varying B or tracker radius, so may not be 
applicable and in any case aren’t yet conclusiveapplicable, and in any case aren t yet conclusive. 
Finally, 5 T is as high as seems rational for a 
solenoid of this size.



HcalHcal
• Set HCal λ radiator = 4.5. 

Both the Thompson and Stanitski work favor 
4.5 over 4.0, and the cost penalty is relatively 

d t L t th di t b t i l t lmodest. Let the radiator be stainless steel, 
although this choice over cartridge brass 
must be revisitedmust be revisited. 

• Set HCal Nlayers = 40. 
Stanitzki’s results indicate a complete tradeoffStanitzki s results indicate a complete tradeoff 
between number of layers and thickness in 
this parameter neighborhood and thethis parameter neighborhood, and the 
detector cost is also a good balance between 
layers and total radiator thicknessy



Z (Endcap Ecal)( p )
• Set the front face of the Endcap EMCal at Z = 2.1 m. 

Based on the Stanitzki work, this balances the PFA ,
performance between the barrel and endcap. This is 
an increase in detector half-length of 40 cm. 
Preliminary engineering studies indicate:Preliminary engineering studies indicate:
– L* can remain at 3.5 m, and the support situation for QD0 is 

slightly improved.
– The arrangement of the forward calorimeters and masks isThe arrangement of the forward calorimeters and masks is 

still satisfactory.
– The increase in detector length is easily compensated by 

changes to Pacman, leaving the hall unchanged.g g g
– The mechanical concepts for the barrel EMCal and HCal are 

unaffected.
– The barrel tracker concept should be ok, but will need work.p
– There is some question about the beampipe and support of 

the VXD that is not yet resolved.



Cost

• Thus the major remaining question is about the 
detector cost In US accounting the inflation rate anddetector cost. In US accounting, the inflation rate and 
start date must be specified. The inflation rate used 
to date is 3.5% for both labor and M&S; this may be 

ti i ti h f t f 2 f M&Svery optimistic, perhaps a factor of 2 for M&S. 
Previously, the start date has been 2012; this now 
seems irrational and 2016 is the new goal. The g
bottom line is $795M. As a fraction of the ILC cost, 
this is possibly ok. As an absolute number of dollars 
to be funded significantly by the US it probably isto be funded significantly by the US, it probably is 
not. As a fraction of a lower cost linear collider, it 
seems steep. 


